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Abstract
In this paper we use a non-classical logic called ParaQuantum Logic (PQL) which is based on the foundations of the Paraconsistent Annotated logic with annotation of two values (PAL2v). The formalizations of the
PQL concepts, which is represented by a lattice with four vertices, leads us to consider Paraquantum logical
states ψ which are propagated by means of variations of the evidence Degrees extracted from measurements
performed on the Observable Variables of the physical world. In this work we introduce the Paraquantum
Gamma Factor γPψ which is an expansion factor on the PQL lattice that act in the physical world and is correlated with the Paraquantum Factor of quantization hψ whose value is associated with a special logical state
on the lattice which is identified with the Planck constant h. Our studies show that the behavior of the
Paraquantum Gamma Factor γPψ, at the time of reading the evidence Degrees through measurements of the
Observable Variables in the physical world, is identical to that one of the Lorentz Factor γ used in the relativity theory. In the final part of this paper we present results about studies of expansion and contraction of the
Paraquantum Logical Model which correlate the factors γPψ and γ. By applying these correlation factors, the
lattice of the PQL suitable for the universe understudy can be contracted or expanded, allowing the quantization model to cover the several study fields of physics.
Keywords: Paraconsistent Logic, Paraquantum Logic, Classical Physic, Relativity Theory, Quantum
Mechanics

1. Introduction
We present in this paper an alternative of modeling
physical systems through a non-Classical logic namely
the Paraconsistent Logic (PL) whose main feature is the
revocation of the principle of non-contradiction [1]. In
other words, in its foundation this logic is capable of
dealing with contradictory signals [2-3]. Important research has been made in the projects of expert systems
based on algorithms based on a non-Classical logic,
namely Paraconsistent Annotated logic with annotation
of two values (PAL2v) [4]. The applications of PAL2v
have been successful in the development of expert systems that have to make decisions based on uncertain or
contradictory information [5-7]. In these applications of
the PAL2v there was the need of some restrictions on the
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

algorithms because in certain conditions the model presented values which were generated through jumps or
unexpected variations [5,7]. Results of more recent research show that the restrictions were imposed on the
PAL2v because it has features in its basic structure such
that the results obtained can be identified with phenomena watched in the study of quantum mechanics [8]. According to [4] we can obtain through the PAL2v a representation of how the annotations or evidences express the
knowledge about a certain proposition P. This is done
through a lattice on the real plane with pairs (, λ) which
are the annotations as seen in Figure 1(a). With the values of x and y that vary between 0 and 1 and being considered in an Unitary Square on the Cartesian Plane
(USCP) [4] we obtain the following final transformation
in the lattice of the PAL2v:
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Lattice of four vertexes and representation Certainty Degree (DC) and Contradiction Degree (Dct).

T ( X , Y )   x  y, x  y  1

(1)

According to the language of the PAL2v we have:
x =  is the Favorable evidence Degree.
y = λ is the Unfavorable evidence Degree.
As seen in Figure 1(b) the first coordinate of the
transformation (1) is called Certainty Degree DC.
DC    

(2)

The second coordinate of the transformation (1) is
called Contradiction Degree Dct.
Dct      1

(3)

The second coordinate is a real number in the closed
interval [−1,+1].
The y-axis is called “axis of the contradiction degrees”.
Since the linear transformation T(X,Y) shown in (1) is
expressed with evidence degrees μ and λ, from (2), (3)
and (1) we can represent a Paraconsistent logical state τ
into Lattice τ of the PAL2v, such that:

   ,       ,     1

(4)

or

   ,    DC , Dct 

(5)

where: τ is the Paraconsistent logical state.
DC is the Certainty Degree obtained from the evidence
degrees μ and λ.
Dct is the Contradiction Degree obtained from the eviCopyright © 2011 SciRes.

dence degrees μ and λ.

2. The Paraquantum Logic—PQL
Based on the previous considerations about the PAL2v
[4,9-10], we present the foundations of the Paraquantum
Logics PQL as follows.

2.1. The Paraquantum Function ψ(PQ) and the
Paraquantum Logical State ψ
A paraquantum logical state ψ is created on the lattice of
the PQL as the tuple formed by the certainty degree DC
and the contradiction degree Dct. Both values depend on
the measurements perfomed on the Observable Variables
in the physical environment which are represented by μ
and λ. Equations (2) and (3) can be expressed in terms of
μ and λ as follows:

DC (  ,  )    

(6)

Dct (  ,  )      1

(7)

A Paraquantum function (P) is defined as the Paraquantum logical state :

 ( PQ ) 

D

C ( ,  )

, Dct

( ,  )



(8)

For each measurement performed in the physical
world of μ and λ, we obtain a unique duple
 DC (  ,  ) , Dct (  ,  )  which represents a unique Paraquantum logical state ψ which is a point of the lattice of
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If the Certainty Degree is negative (DC < 0), then the
Vector of State P(ψ) will be on the lattice vertex which is
the extreme Paraquantum logical state False: ψF = (−1,0).
If the Certainty Degree is positive (DC > 0), then the
Vector of State P(ψ) will be on the lattice vertex which is
the extreme Paraquantum logical state True: ψt = (1,0).
If the certainty degree is nil (DC = 0), then there is an
undefined Paraquantum logical state ψI = (0.5;0.5).
Figure 2 shows a point (DC,Dct) where DC = f(μ,λ) and
Dct = f (μ,λ) which represents a Paraquantum logical state
ψ on the lattice of states of the PQL.
Given a current Paraquantum logical state ψcur defined
by the duple (DC, Dct), the Vector of State P(ψ) is computed by:

the PQL, where on the vertical axis of contradiction degrees:
 T   DC (1,1) , Dct (1,1)   (0,1) is the contradictory extreme Paraquantum logical state of Inconsistency T.
    DC (0,0) , Dct (0,0)   (0, 1) is the contradictory
extreme Paraquantum logical state of Undetermination
.
On the horizontal axis of certainty degrees, the two
extreme real Paraquantum logical states are:
 t   DC (1,0) , Dct (1,0)   (1, 0) is the real extreme Paraquantum logical state which represents Veracity t.
 F  ( DC (0,1) , Dct (0,1) )  (1, 0) is the real extreme
Paraquantum logical state which represents Falsity F.

2.3. The Vector of State P(ψ)

MP   

A Vector of State P(ψ) will have origin in one of the two
vertexes that compose the horizontal axis of the certainty
degrees and its extremity will be in the point formed for
the pair indicated by the Paraquantum function
 ( PQ )   DC (  ,  ) , Dct (  ,  )  .

1  DC 

2

 Dct2

a) For DC>0 the real Certainty Degree is computed by:
DC R  1  MP  
Therefore:
DC R  1 

1  DC 

2

 Dct2

(9)





Figure 2. Vector of State P(ψ) representing a Paraquantum logical state ψ on the Paraquantum lattice of states on the point
(DC, Dct).
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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where:
DCψR = real Certainty Degree.
DC = Certainty Degree computed by (6).
Dct = Contradiction Degree computed by (7).
b) For DC < 0, the real Certainty Degree is computed
by: DC R  MP    1
Therefore:
DC R 

1  DC 

2

 Dct2 1

(10)

where:
DCψR = real Certainty Degree.
DC = Certainty Degree computed by (6).
Dct = Contradiction Degree computed by (7).
c) For DC = 0, then the real Certainty Degree is nil:
DC R  0 .

The intensity of the real Paraquantum logical state is
computed by:

 R 

DC R  1

(11)

2

The inclination angle  of the Vector of State which
is the angle formed by the Vector of State P() and the
x-axis of the certainty degrees is computed by:
 Dct
  arctg 
 1  DC



 

(12)

The degree of intensity of the contradictory Paraquantum logical state ψctrψ is computed by:

ctr 

Dct  1
2

(13)

where: μctrψ = intensity degree of the contradictory
Paraquantum logical state.
Dct = Contradiction Degree computed by (7).
Since the Paraquantum analysis deals with Favorable
and Unfavorable evidence Degrees  and  of the measurements performed on the physical world, these variations affect the behavior and propagation of the superposed Paraquantum logical states sup on the lattice of
the PQL.
The Paraquantum logical state of quantization h
which is located in the equilibrium points of the lattice
can be obtained through trigonometric analysis.

2.4. The Paraquantum Factor of Quantization h
When the superposed Paraquantum logical state sup
propagates on the lattice of the PQL a value of quantization for each equilibrium point is established. This point
is the value of the contradiction degree of the Paraquantum logical state of quantization h such that:
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

h  2  1

(14)

where:
h is the Paraquantum Factor of quantization.
The factor h quantifies the levels of energy through
the equilibrium points where the Paraquantum logical
state of quantization h, defined by the limits of propagation throughout the uncertainty of the PQL, is located.
Figure 3 shows the interconnections between the factors
and its characteristics, in which they delimit the Region
of Uncertainty in the Lattice of PQL.
In a process of propagation of Paraquantum logical
state , it happens that in the instant that the superposed
Paraquantum logical state sup reaches the representative
points of the limiting factors of the uncertainty region of
the PQL, the Certainty Degree (DC) remains zero but the
real Certainty Degree (DCR) will be increased or decreased from zero and this difference corresponds to the
effect of the Paraquantum Leap. At the instant that the
superposed Paraquantum logical states sup visit the
Paraquantum logical state of quantization h, the real
Certainty Degree will have variations of the form:
DC Rt  DC R 





1  h2  1

(15)

We observed that when the Paraquantum logical states

sup visit the Paraquantum state of quantization h established by the Paraquantum Factor of quantization h,
the Paraquantum Leap happens. In the study of the PQL,
when the propagation happens only in this point, the lattice is called fundamental lattice of transition frequency
level N = 1.
Since that for the fundamental lattice of the PQL, the
number of times of application of the Paraquantum Factor of quantization h is N = 1, then, for a contraction or
expansion, the number of times will be greater than 1.
Generalizing, we have that the Paraquantum Factor of
quantization h expands or contracts the lattice of the
PQL N times such that:
h  N    h  
N





2 1

N

(16)

where:
N is an integer greater than 1.
The Paraquantum Factor of quantization hψ can be
used to correlate the values of quantities between the
physical environment and the Paraquantum universe
represented by the lattice of the PQL. The successive
applications of hψ leads to a formula of expansion of the
initial lattice which, keeping its referential on the horizontal axis can be expressed for level N as follows:
h exp anN  h   h 

N

DC exp anN  DC   h 

1  h 
N

1  h 

(17)
(18)
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1  h  1 





2 1

h  2  1

h  2  1

1  h  1 

D  hQ t 

C  hQ t 





2 1



1 h

2 2

1
2

1 h

2 2

1
1
2

1
1
2

1
2

Figure 3. The paraquantum factor of quantization h related to the degrees of evidence obtained in the measurements of the
observable variables in the physical world.

Figure 4 shows the expansion of the fundamental lattice of the PQL with expansion order h2 . The largest
expansion will feel with N = 1 and the expansions in
reference to the initial Lattice will be smaller as N increases. It is verified that the increase due to expansion is
symmetrical, therefore the value that expands for the
vertex T of Inconsistency logical state with, hψT → h2T
→··· hNT it is equal value to the that expands for the
vertex of the Undetermination  logical state with, hψ
→ h2  →··· hN .
In that way, the contraction equation can be presented
for a level N, such that:
h contractN  h   h 

N

1  h 

(19)

DCcontractN  DC   h 

N

1  h 

(20)

with N  1 positive and belonging to the integer number
set.
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

where: DCcontractN = contracted Certainty Degree.
DC = Certainty Degree computed by (9).
h = the Paraquantum Factor of quantization.
N = level of contraction frequency, or number of times
of application of hψ.
In the figure the Paraquantum logical states indicates
that the Uncertainty Region of PQL is dependent of the
level of transition frequency N that acts in the Paraquantum Factor of quantization hψ, such that:
 IP

1  h 
 
2
2

N

(21)

N = integer positive ≥1
where: ΔψIP is the variation around the Paraquantum
logical state of Indefinition pure.
N is the level of contraction frequency, or number of
times of application of hψ.
In relation to the physical world, the contraction of the
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Figure 4. Expansion of the fundamental lattice of the PQL with expansion order h2 .

Fundamental lattice, that it happens starting from the
Paraquantum logical state of Indefinition pure ψIP, have
their values obtained through:
1  h 
Favorable evidence Degree:  N  
2
2

N

and

1  h 
Unfavorable evidence Degree: N  
2
2
where N is integer positive ≥1, what indicates the level of
frequency of transition of the PQL lattice.
N

3. Paraquantum Analysis in Physical
Systems
Based on the above equations we present the Paraquantum Logic (PQL) as a logical solution for resolution of
phenomena modeled by the laws of Physics [2,4,9,11]. In
order to develop this study, we start its application base
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

on assumptions made from experimental observations of
the Newton laws [12-15]. Doing this the PQL will allow,
through the Paraquantum Logical Model, the mathematical applications to be extended to all fields of the
physical science.

3.1. The Newton’s Second Law
The idea of the second Newton law is that when a resultant of forces acts on a body, this body will receive an
acceleration which is proportional to Force (F) and inversely proportional to its mass (m) [13,15]. When the
law is expressed as a mathematical equation, this statement depends on a value that adjusts or defines this proportionality between the largenesses such that:
F
1
a  k . or F  m.a
(22)
m
k
where:
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a is the acceleration or the ratio through which the
velocity of the body changes along time.
F is the resultant of all forces acting on the body.
m is the mass of the body.
k is a factor of adjustment of proportionality.
When mathematically considered the second Newton
law expressed the relation between the largenesses force,
mass and acceleration. It is well known that the adjusts
of measure units with respect to the Newton laws were
performed in a way that the proportionality constant k,
from the second law and represented in (22), became 1 in
the International System of Units (SI) largely used
nowadays [8,16]. The International System of Units (SI)
uses three fundamental largenesses of the Metric Systems: mass, length and time.

3.2. Correlation between the Units of the British
and the International Systems
In order to apply the Paraquantum Logics PQL on
physical systems it is important to study Newton’s laws
that relate the involved physical largenesses (force, mass
and acceleration) with the British System of units as well
as the implications with respect to their transformations
to the International System of Units (SI) [16]. In the
British System of units those largenesses considered
fundamental are defined as: force, length and time. Because of that there is no freedom to choose units for force
and acceleration that must be used, however, to define
the unit for mass so large or so small as desired. Doing
so, the value of the proportionality constant k in (22),
which represents the second Newton law, depends on the
value of the unit chosen for mass.
For the unit of force when the proportionality factor k
acts on the mass, where the force and the acceleration
are 1 in the International System of units (SI), the equation that expresses the poundal of the British System of
units [16,17]is expressed by:
 ft 
1 pdl    32.174049 1  lbm. 1  2 
s 

1461

the following equality:
x slug 

1
 14.5939  kg = 0.453592272 kg
32.174049

We repeat the above again but now using the corresponding values from the International System of units
(SI) where the unit for force is the Newton (N). In this
case, (23) can be expressed by:
m
1 N    4.448221615 1  Kg  1  2 
s 

(24)

We obtain from (22), which represents the second
Newton law, comparing with (24), which represents
second Newton law in the International System of units
(SI), the inverse value of the proportionality factor k such
1
 4.448221615 .
that:
k
Equating (23) and (24), force and acceleration become
1. In this case:
 ft 
1 pdl    32.174049  1  lbm. 1  2   1 N 
s 
m
1 N    4.448221615 1  Kg  1  2   1 pdl 
s 

We observe in the equality that for the International
System of units (SI) to present the value of force F in an
unit of Newton, an adjustment of the value of mass of the
International System of units (SI) was needed. An adjustment was also necessary in the British System of
units when the transformation from feet to meters was
done. So, in order to obtain 1N (Newton) of force, with
mass and acceleration 1 in the British System we write:
 32.174049 
 ft 

 1  lbm. 1  2   1 N 
4.448221615


s 

 7.233013951 1  lbm. 1 

ft 
 1 N 
2 
s 

Comparing (22) which represents Newton’s second
law with (23) which represents (22) expressed in the
form of Newton’s second law in units of the British System, we have the inverse value of the proportionality
constant k:
1
 32,174049 .
k

Comparing with (22), which represents the second
Newton law, the factor of proportionality adjustment is:
1
 7.233013951 which is a factor of proportionality
kbr
adjustment of the British System of units:
kbr  0.138254952
In the same way in order to obtain 1 poundal (pdl) of
force, with mass and acceleration 1 in the International
System of units (SI) we write:

The slug is compatible with the British System of units
where the unit of force (and weight) is the pound. If 1 slug
is 14.5939 kg, then the corresponding to 1/32.174049 of
the slug in the British System of units such as force will
be obtained in the International System of units (SI) by

m
 4.448221615 
1 pdl   
 1  Kg  1  2 
s 
 32.174049 
m
1 pdl    0.138254952  1  Kg  1  2 
s 

Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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Comparing with (22), which represents the second
Newton law, we have that:
1
 0.138254952
k IS

which gives us a factor of proportionality adjustment in
the International System of units: k SI  7.233013951
Comparisons and analogies between the Systems of
units lead us to relations and values that made the proportionality factor k of (22), which represents the second
Newton law, to be 1 in the International System of units
(SI). The analysis of physical systems through the
Paraquantum Logics PQL is started with the receiving of
information from the physical environment through the
Evidence Degrees µ and λ obtained from measurements
of observable variables [18]. The values of the Evidence
Degrees extracted from the information sources are normalized [4][19], therefore, they are in the closed real
interval between 0 and 1. In order to build a Paraquantum Logical Model it is necessary to impose these normalization conditions to the values of the factors of proportionality adjustment kIS that appear in the equations
related to the second Newton law as seen in (22). The
adjustments needs the factor of proportionality adjustment kbr of the British System of units to be multiplied
by 10 and the factor of proportionality kSI of the International System of units (IS) to be divided by 10. Therefore:
kbr  1.38254952 and k IS  0.7233013951 .

The fundamental theory of the PQL formalizes the
Paraquantum logical states ψ which propagate through
the fundamental Lattice always in diagonal form, building internal propagation lattices. Doing so, the values of
the factors of proportionality adjustment k obtained from
the experimental physics related to the Newton second
law, which were treated in this paper, are very close to
the ones expected in the theory and formalization of the
PQL.
This allows the characterization of identifying properties among the natural processes of results obtained from
experiments with the theory that is foundational to the
PQL.
The theoretical and experimental values show that the
PQL is a logic capable of creating models that can represent the physical phenomena with a good approximation of the values obtained through the equations representing the second law of Newton. So, it is possible to
adapt the factors of proportionality adjustment k obtained
for the Paraquantum Logical Model as follows:
kbr  1.38254952  2 and k IS  0.7233013951 

Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

1
2

Considering that the values of k were obtained from
arbitrary measurements, whose values were adapted
along the years with practical applications, the differences are low.

3.3. Newton Gamma Factor
We consider that applying the PQL in the analysis of
physical quantities will produce through its Paraquantum
Logical Model results identified with the International
System of Units (SI). The proportionality factor which
will affect the analysis when we want to express values
in the British System will be: kbr  2 .
Considering that the values read from the observable
variables, which are related to the evidence degrees of
the fundamental quantities of physics, are obtained from
measurement devices which are graduated in units from
the International System of Units (SI), we have to multi1
.
ply the obtained values by
2
These considerations show that the application of the
PQL for the analysis of physical systems provides us
with a Paraquantum logical model which produces quan1
on the fundamental quantities of phystization of
2
ics, when these are used as Observable Variables in the
physical world, from where the evidence degrees are
1
on
extracted. We observe that the quantization of
2
the evidence Degrees µ and λ produces a quantization of
2  1 on the axis of contradiction degrees on the
lattice of the PQL.
This corresponds to the Paraquantum Factor of quantization h obtained on the equilibrium point where the
Paraquantum logical state of quantization  h is located. In the application of the Paraquantum Logical
Model in broad areas of physics, the factor 2 as well
as its inverse will be largely used to perform adjustments
needed to the natural proportionality that exists between
physical quantities and adjustment of unitary values between unit systems. Due to its importance, well call this
value Newton Gamma Factor and represent it by  N .
Therefore, for the classical logic applied in the Paraquantum Logical Model, we have Newton Gamma Factor
N  2 .





3.4. Newton Gamma Factor γN and Lorentz
Factor γ
When we compare the Lorentz factor  applied in the
Relativity Theory to the Newton Gamma Factor  N , the
latter is considered to be well-behaved because it does
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not change with the variations of velocity related to the
light speed c in the vacuum. If we consider the equality
   N , we have:
1
 2
v2
1 2
c
v is the velocity of the body in relation to the light speed
c in the vacuum.
The equality can be rewritten removing the square root
of both sides and isolating 1:
 v2 
1  2 1  2 
 c 

4.1. Application of Newton Gamma Factor
Equation (21) expresses the variation of the value of the
Favorable evidence Degree µ extracted from measurements performed on Observable Variables in the physical
environment, correlating to the Paraquantum Factor of
quantization hψ on the lattice of the PQL. Equation (21)

1  h 
is as follows:  IP  
2
2
Since h  2  1 , this equation can be written just
considering the extraction of the Favorable evidence Degree such that:
N

1
 
2

Manipulating the equation we have:
2

1 v2
1 v
 2 or 1     .
2 c
2 c
The velocity of the body is expressed as a fraction of
the light speed c in the vacuum so:
1



2 1

1



2

1  2 1

 
2  2 2 

1  1 1
 
  
2  2 2

or

N

N

N

where: veloc is the value of constant velocity of the body
in comparison with the light speed in the vacuum such
that 0  veloc  1 .
According the Relativity Theory, veloc is expressed as
a constant smaller or equal the light speed in the vacuum.
We observe that the equation relating Newton and Lor-

1  1 1
  .
have:    
2 N 2

We can express the increased value of each quantization in an expansion as being:

acresc 

2

1
1
or veloc  1  c resulting: veloc 
c which is iden2
2
tified in the interval as being a constant value smaller or
equal the light speed c in the vacuum. Therefore, this is
the quantitative value of the velocity v of the body in
relation to the light speed c in the vacuum for which the
Newton and Lorentz factors coincide.

4. The Paraquantum Gamma Factor γPψ
The equality condition between Newton Gamma Factor
 N from classical mechanics and the Lorentz factor 
from the Relativity Theory which resulted in the equa1
c . This shows that that equality exprestion veloc 
2
ses a strong bond between values of fundamental quantities of two important areas of physics. Classical physics
and Relativity Theory can be represented jointly in the
Paraquantum logical model through only one factor. This
factor which links Newton’s theories to the restricted
relativity theory is called Paraquantum Gamma Factor
 P which we study in the following.
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.



If we express it using the Newton Gamma Factor, we

v  veloc  c

1  v c 
entz factors can be written as follows: 1    eloc 
2  c 
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h
2

 1 1

 
N 2

(25)

The expression (21) of the value of variation of the
Favorable evidence Degree µ extracted from measurements performed on Observable Variables in the physical
world, correlating the Paraquantum Factor of quantiza1
for
tion hψ on the lattice of the PQL, shows that  
2
a situation before the application N = 1, this is, before the
condition was analyzed.
The equation that results this value informs the present
condition that there was an evidence degree µ such that
1
when multiplied by the previous value, the result  
2
was obtained. This condition previous to analysis this
value can be mathematically expressed through multiplications of inverse values of the Newton Gamma Factor.
An initial application before the fundamental lattice
1
resulted the previous value   .
2
We have that the previous condition was produced by:
 1   1 
1
 1   1 

 →  

 → 


2
2
2

 

 N  N
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We consider that in the expansion of the lattice, there

In a process of expansion where we consider quantizations in successive applications of inverted values of the
Newton Gamma Factor and where the evidence degree in
the beginning represents Indefinition, we can do the following: for the first application of the inverted value of
the Newton Gamma Factor we can write its present value
with increase with condition N = 1 such that:
1 1 1 
 N 1   
 which represented by the Newton
2 2 2 

 1 
will always be an increase proportional to     to
N 

the value of each analyzed situation.
This means that, in an expansion process, at each
quantization there will be an increase to the present value
of the evidence degree corresponding to the inverse
value of the Newton Gamma Factor. So, in the previous
equation we can obtain results where the application of
the inverse value of Newton Gamma Factor is restricted
only to the increased value of the fundamental lattice
such that:

acresc

1 1 1 
  

2 2N 

1 1 1 
 
.
2 2N 
According to the same procedure of expansion of the
lattice, keeping the inverted value of the Newton Gamma
Factor in the successive applications, we obtain:

Gamma Factor is:  N 1 

N

For N = 2

 N 2 

1  1 1  1  1 
1  1
1
1 1 1  1
  
→
  → N 2   
N 2   




2  2 2  2  2 
2 2 2 4
2 2 2  4

which represented by the Newton Gamma Factor is:

N 2 

1 1 1  1
 

2 2N  4

For N = 3

 N 3 
 N 3 

1  1  1 1  1  1  1 
   



2  2  2 2  2    2    2 

1  1 1  1  1  1 
1  1
1
1 
1  1  1  1 1  1 
  
 
  
  N 3   
 →  N 3    
  
 →
2  2 2  2  4  2 
2 2 2 4 4 2
2  2  2  4 4  2 

which repre-sented by the Newton Gamma Factor is:

 N 3 

1 1 1
 
2  2   N

 1 1 1
  
 4 4N


  .


For N = 4

 N 4 

1  1  1  1  1 1  1  1 
1  1  1  1 1  1  1  1  1 
       
  
   
 →
 →  N  4  2   2   2 

  
  

2  2  2  2 2  2  2  2  2 
  2  4 4  2  2 


N 4 

1  1
1
1
1
1 1 1  1 1 1  1

 
  →  N 4    
  
  →
2  2 2 4 4 2 8
2 2 2  4 4 2  8

which represented by the Newton Gamma Factor is:

N 4 

1 1 1
 
2  2   N

 1 1 1
  
 4 4N

 1
   .
 8

For N = 5
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 N 5 
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1  1  1  1  1 1  1  1  1 
1  1
1
1
1
1 
    
 
 
  
    
 →  N 5   
 →
2  2  2  2  4 4  2  8  2 
2 2 2 4 4 2 8 8 2

 N 5 

1  1  1  1 1  1  1 1  1 
 
  
  
 →
2  2  2  4 4  2  8 8  2 

which represented by the Newton Gamma Factor is:

 N 5 

1 1 1
 
2  2   N

 1 1 1
  
 4 4N

 1 1 1
  
 8 8N


  .


For N = 6

 N 6 

1  1  1   1 1  1  1 1  1  1 
 
  
  
   →
2  2  2   4 4  2  8 8  2  16  

which represented by the Newton Gamma Factor is:

 N 6 

1  1  1   1 1  1  1 1  1  1 
 
  
  
  .
2  2   N   4 4   N  8 8   N  16  

For N = 7

 N 7 

1  1
1  1
1
1
1
1 

 
 
 
 →
2  2 2  4  4 2 8 8 2 16 16 2   

which represented by the Newton Gamma Factor is:

 N 7 

1 1 1
 
2  2   N

 1 1 1
     
  4  4   N

 1 1 1
  
 8 8N

 1 1 1
  
 16 16   N


   
   

For N = 8

 N 8 

1  1  1   1  1  1   1 1  1  1 1  1  1 
 
  
  
  
  
2  2  2   4  4  2   8 8  2  16 16  2  32    

which represented by the Newton Gamma Factor is:

 N 8 

1  1  1   1  1  1   1 1  1  1 1  1  1 
 
  
  
  
  
2  2   N   4  4   N   8 8   N  16 16   N  32    




We observe that the process of application of the inverted value of the Newton Gamma Factor is the following geometric progression:

 1 
 1 
2
2 1 
3
  ar  ar 
  ar  ar 
  ar



 N
 N
 N

a  a  a 

 1
 ar 3 
N

a  ar  ar 2  ar 3    ar n 1 , 

with values: a1 

1 1 1 1
      a1r n 1 , .
2 4 8 16

and
a2 

1 1  1 1  1 1  1  1 

 
 
 

2   N  4   N  8   N  16   N 
 1 
   a1r n 1 
, 
N 

We observe that the following sum:
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.


n 1
n 1  1
    ar  ar 

N


, 


is the infinite series. If we substract 1 from it, it will become the binomial expansion of the Lorentz Factor 
used in the Relativity Theory such that:



1
v
1  
c

2

  v 2 
↔   1    
 c 





1
2

2

1v
 1    
2c
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We can identify the Lorentz Factor  in the infinite
series of the binomial expansion correlated to the series
obtained from successive applications of the Newton
Gamma Factor  N such that:
 1 
 1
r r

 N
N

a     

 1
 rN 
N


N
r



n 1
n 1  1
    r   r 

N

t   t 

, 


only for odd integer numbers.
We identify a correlation value of the Paraquantum
logics which we call Paraquantum Gamma Factor  P
such that:

 P   


1
N

(26)

where:

 N is the Newton Gamma Factor such that:  N 
 is the Lorentz Factor, such that :  

1
2

1

.
2
v
1  
c
If the speed v of the body is correlated to the light
speed c in the vacuum, which is the maximum value of
velocity in the Relativity Theory [8][20-22] and a limit to
the construction of a lattice of the PQL, then the Paraquantum Gamma Factor  P is applied to the computation of the evidence degrees extracted from the Observable Variables in the physical environment.

4.2. Variations of the Paraquantum Gamma
Factor
As it was done for the Newton Gamma Factor, the value
of the Paraquantum Gamma Factor  P is applied from
the condition of Indefinition in the Paraquantum analysis,
where the analyzed situation is identified by the Favor1
and by the Unfavorable
able evidence Degree  
2
1
evidence Degree   .
2
We observe that with the analysis of (26) the Paraquantum Gamma Factor  P depends only on the value
contained in the Lorentz Factor  and therefore on the
velocity v of the body in relation to the speed light c in
the vacuum. When we use the Paraquantum Gamma
Factor  P , the velocity v of the body is always correlated to the speed light c in the vacuum, so its value depends on the Lorentz Factor  which, according to the
Relativity Theory, changes with the increase or decrease
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

of the velocity v [8,15].
The Equation (26) for a quantitative paraquantum
analysis of the time and velocity can be compared to the
Time dilation equation of the special relativity theory
[8,15].
(27)

where: t is the variation value of the time measured
in the referential point.
t is the variation value of the time measured in the
body point in movement when is measured in the referential point.
1
 = Lorentz Factor, such that:  
2
v
1  
c

4.3. Selected Examples of Application of the
Paraquantum Gamma Factor
Some selected examples that deal with the application of
the Paraquantum Gamma Factor in Equation (26) and
involving the time dilation Equation (27) of the theory of
relativity are presented to follow:
Example of Application
Calculate the value of the velocity that a body must be in
relation to the speed of the light in the vacuum, in the
following conditions:
a) So that the time observed in the referential point is
the double when calculated by the Time dilation equation
of the special relativity theory.
Resolution:
v  ? so that t  2t 
From the equation (27) of the special relativity theory,
then: t  2t 
2t  

t 
v
1  
c
2

2

→ 2

2

1
v
1  
c

2

2

1
v
→ 1   
c
2
 
2

v
1
1
→    1   → v  1   c →
c
2
2
the value of the velocity is:
v  0.866025403c
Applying the Paraquantum Logical Model by equation
(26): t   P t  then:
t  2t  → 2t    P t  → 2   P

t 
→ 2   P
t 

Therefore the measured time will be the double when
the Paraquantum Gamma Factor will be equal the 2.
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As:  P   


 1 then:
N
2

2 


v
1 → 1   
N
c



 

 2 1
v
1    
c  3 2

2

2

→








2 1



 

 2 1
v
 1 
 3 2
c




Resolution:
v  ? so that t  t 
From the Equation (27) of the special relativity theory,
then:

→

3 2

v
1  
c

→

  c

 2 1
v  1 
 3 2


2

the value of the velocity is: v  0.822312892c
b) So that the time observed in the referential point is
2 larger when calculated by the Time dilation equation of the special relativity theory.
Resolution:
v  ? so that t  2t 
From the equation (27) of the special relativity theory,
then:

the value of the velocity is: v 

1

t   P t 

Then: t  t  → t    P t  → 1   P
Therefore the measured time will be equal when the
Paraquantum Gamma Factor will be equal 1.
As:  P   

2t    P t  →

Therefore, the measured time will be
Paraquantum Gamma Factor will be equal

2   P

2 when the
2.


 
 1 then:
N

2
 v   2 1 
1     

 c   2  2 

 2 1 
v
 1  

c
 2 2 

2







→

2

2

 2 1 
→ v  1  
 c
2 2 

the value of the velocity is: v 

1

c
2
c) So that the time observed in the referential point is
equal when calculated by the Time dilation equation of
the special relativity theory.
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 v   2 1
1     

 c   2 2 
2

2





2 1

2 2 

 2 1
v
 1  

c
 2 2 

2

→

 2 1
v  1  
 c
 2 2 
the value of the velocity is:
v  0.521005383c

4.4. Limits of the Paraquantum Gamma Factor
and Dependence of the Lorentz Factor

2 1

v
1 → 1   
N
c
2 2
2

2  

then:

2

t   P t 

As:  P


1
N

2

c

→

v
0
c

→


v
1  
1 → 1   
N
c

2
Applying the Paraquantum Logical Model by equation
(26):

Then: t  2t  →

2

2

the value of the velocity is: v  0c .
Applying the Paraquantum Logical Model by equation
(26):

2

 1 
t  2t  → v  1  
 c →
 2

2

v
1
   1  
c
1

2




2

 v  1
→ 1     
 c  1

1

t  t  → 1 

2
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Select examples show that the independence condition to
get a unitary Lorentz Factor happens only when the velocity v is too low in compared to the light speed c in the
vacuum.
The limits of the Paraquantum Gamma Factor and its
dependence with the variation of the Lorentz Factor are
presented. It was verified in example c) that the unitary
Paraquantum Gamma Factor (  P  1 ) happens when the
speed value v of the body, in relation at the speed c of the
light in the vacuum, to reach the value of:
v  0.52803503c

In this condition of the value speed of the body the
value of the Lorentz Factor is calculated:
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1
 vc 
1  
 c 

2



1
1   0.52803503

 1.177547573

2

Through the Equation (26) the value of the Paraquantum Gamma Factor is:  P   

 P  1.177547573 


1
N

1.177547573
2

1

that results in its unitary value:  P  1
From this condition if the speed value of the body to
diminish, then the Paraquantum Gamma Factor will be
minor who the unit until reaching the boundary-value,
which is the inverse value of the Factor Gamma of Newton. However, the Lorentz Factor is who limits the
Paraquantum Gamma Factor  P . This condition becomes the Paraquantum Gamma Factor  P a relativistic factor.

4.5. Discussion
We observe that with this condition the result is a value
of Paraquantum Gamma Factor  P very close to the
inverted value of the Newton Gamma Factor  N such
that, when:

  1 →  P 

1

N



1
2

The inverted value of the Paraquantum Gamma Factor
 P in the Newtonian universe has practically the same
effect as the Newton Gamma Factor  N . On the other
hand, a careful analysis of the phenomenon shows that
the effect of the Paraquantum Gamma Factor  P is
initiated from the instant we consider an object with velocity v related to the light speed c in the vacuum.
When the Lorentz Factor  increases in such way
that its value becomes the Newton Gamma Factor  N ,
then the value of the Paraquantum Gamma Factor  P
will be the value of the Newton Gamma Factor  N .
Under these conditions, the velocity v of the body compared to the light speed c in the vacuum will be the inverted value of the Newton Gamma Factor  N . Therefore, for:

   N  2 →  P   N  2 and v 

1
2

c.

When the velocity v of the body compared to the light
speed c in the vacuum has a value greater than the inverted value of the Newton Gamma Factor  N , then the
value of the Lorentz Factor  and also the value of the
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

Paraquantum Gamma Factor  P are above

1
2

.

Under these conditions the Lorentz Factor  and the
Paraquantum Gamma Factor  P will have values
varying in a way which is approximate to the results obtained by the Relativity Theory and computations done
with (27).
In the Newtonian world the choice of using the
Paraquantum Gamma Factor  P or the inverted value
of the Newton Gamma Factor  N is irrelevant because
they are very close values. However, we observe that as
the velocity v f the body (considered in relation to the
light speed c in the vacuum) increases, there is a significant increase of the Paraquantum Gamma Factor  P .
After a certain value of v, the Paraquantum Gamma Factor  P becomes important in the computation of quantities, while the inverse value of the Newton Gamma
Facto  N remains the same. The use of the Paraquantum Gamma Factor  P allows computations, which
correlate values of the Observable Variables to the values related to quantization through the Paraquantum
Factor of quantization hψ, to be performed in any area of
study of physical science. Therefore the applications of
 P go from the Theory of Relativity to the studies of
Quantum Mechanics. This means that variations in the
values of the evidence degrees are due to relativistic-type
phenomena which are expressed by the Paraquantum
Gamma Factor  P . So, the Paraquantum Gamma Factor  P will have influence on the computation of states
and on the intensity of measures of physical quantities
analyzed in the Paraquantum world represented in the
lattice such as velocity, acceleration, energy and power.

5. Conclusions
Based on the concepts of the Paraquantum logics PQL
we did in this work a detailed study about the existing
correlations between the physical world represented by
the values of the evidence degrees and the Paraquantum
world, represented by the lattice of the PQL. The equations and forms of dealing with representative values of
physical systems considered on the lattice of the PQL
allowed to obtain behavioral characteristics of Paraquantum logical states ψ which produce quantitative results affected by the measurements performed on the
Observable Variables in the physical environment.
The results of the action of these factors which originated in the application methodology of the PQL in the
analysis of physical systems show that the behavior of
the Paraquantum Gamma Factor  P , at the extraction
of evidence Degrees through measurements on the Observable Variables of the physical world, is identical to
the behavior of the Lorentz Factor  used in the RelaJMP
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tivity Theory.
The correlation between the Paraquantum Gamma
Factor  P , which acts on the measurements performed
at the extraction of evidence degrees in the physical
world, with the Paraquantum Factor of quantization hψ,
allows that the Paraquantum logical model to be capable
of analyzing physical quantities in a quantitative fashion.
The model standardizes analysis and interpretations
and allows that these applications to be extended to all
study areas of physics which are considered incompatible
because of existing contradictions in computations. The
direct applications in the solution of problems applying
the Paraquantum Logical Model in the Newtonian physics and in the physics that covers the theories of quantum
mechanics and relativity will be presented in future papers.
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